
3 Separate Americas: Urban, Rural & People of Color 



While we wait on the Trump Dump saga to finalize, let's investigate our America the Beautiful 
and maybe rename it America the Segregated.

The United States has basically been split apart into three major demographic groupings: 
Urban, Rural and People of Color.

Above you can see where they all exist in relationship to where you may live as a proud 
American.  

Chances are if you're in one of these groupings you don't speak with anyone other than those in 
your same grouping.  

Meaning, urbanites don't really talk to the rurals, and who don't really talk to people of any 
color... unless of course they live in the same city, from the same shade density on the same 
map.

Why highlight something so historically upsetting now, Yo?

Because once all the mis-information and fake media campaigns end, these emotionally 
separated groupings will be allowed to once again remember their unity, and masses of 
Americans will realize they've all been kept in a mind controlled state of hatred by the OPTB, 
who have intentionally separated humanity by occult or cabal design.  

As to separate the slaves (humanity) is to strengthen the master (dark nobility).

The many ways how you can study for yourselves, but just know that the RV will eliminate this 
immoral separation.

Everyone will suddenly have access to incredible sums of money and begin speaking hidden 
truths to each other, lovingly, because they will no longer need their mind numbing jobs or 
talking head masters to survive.

Hopefully, when the RV event finally does reveal itself after the Trump Dump concludes, we will 
no longer see our fellow brothers and sisters as demographically urban, rural or people of 
color... just human beings.  

And maybe then we can again begin to identify each individual as a divine soul with God given 
talents.

Let's get them all exactly that they need and want... plus a lot more.  

Because it's the right thing to do and we can do it--all of it--at any number--by the grace and 
mercy of a loving God.  Sobeit.

Time to take back our America, and that goes for all true Americans.  

God is with us.




